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Abstract
Most research on capacity analysis of code division multiple access (CDMA) cellular systems is based on the assumption that all cells have a fixed nurnber of mobile users.
Since real üaffic loiid changes h m ce11 to cell, such a capacity is only a special case in
mobile cellular networks. The call admission scheme based on unifom capacity does not
qtimize network resources. Therefore, it is very important to provide a method to analyse

CDMA system capacity for non-even trafic distribution.
The capacity of a CDMA system is mainly detemined by the total interference
introduced by the mobiles in the same frequency bandwidth. In this thesis, we first analyse

this cochannel interference. Statistical characteristics of the interference are given by the*
retical analysis and computer simulation. A method based on the system state, interference
coefficients, propagation model and link quality is propused to calculate reverse link
capcity of a CDMA system with non-uniform trafic load. The effects of various factors,
such as link quality nquirement, propagation parameters (shadow fading deviation a,path
loss exponent y), voice activity, and other ce11 trafic load on capacity are investigated
based on two differmt simulation models. The numencal results for different propagation

parameten and link quality requirements are presented and discussed.
Simulation model 1 produces a higher capacity than simulation model II according
to our simulation results. The fonnulas proposeci in this thesis for calculating the CDMA
system capacity unify the results fiom simulation model 1 and simulation model U. It is

show that the foxmulas can provide much more accurate capacity estimate than the
method using a Gaussian distribution as an approximation distribution of the other-cell

interference. The explicit formulas cm be applied in call admission control of CDMA system supporting multi-trafic sewices.
As an application of the dynamic systern capacity, thme dynamic cd1 admission
schernes for a CDMA cellular systern based on system States, dyaomic capacity of the sys-

tern, and link quality requinment are pmvided and performance was evaluated based on

d l blocking pmbability.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Previous Work
Code division multiple access (CDMA) [ l ] has meived a great deal of attention as
one of the most promising access techniques for the third-generation mobile and personal
communication systems. This is due to its attractive features, such as universal frequency
reuse, soft handoff, anti-multipath fading, rnacro diversity, thus providing high and soft
capacity. W-CDMA (Wideband CDMA) bas been adopted by the European Telecornmunications Standards Institute (ETSI) for frequency-division duplex (FDD)bands in Janu-

ary 1998 [2-41. WCDMA systems support multiple services with different data rates and
diflerent quality requirements, and are compatible with IS-95.Therefore, CDMA technology has become a main Stream technology in future mobile cellular systems.

The capacity of a cellular CDMA system is usually defined as the total number of
simultaneous users that a single cell can support with a given link quality level. Reverse
1h.k capcity analysis is a key issue in performance analysis of CDMA systems. Since

CDMA systcms are strictly interference limited, the capacity of a cell depends on the total
interference power introduced by the users in the cell and in the other cells, power-control
accuracy, a desirrd level of link quality and propagation model. Therefore, the issue of
capacity anaiysis has become a vety important research topic. Many papen have k e n

dedicated to this issue in different ways.
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Some research focuses on investigating the effect of ce11 coverage and sofi handoff
on capacity [8], [ 1 11, [23], [27]-(301. nie other research concenûates on estimating capacity of CDMA system bas4 on the total interference of the system. Most research on
capacity estimation of

CDMA cellular systems only consider the worst communication

cohditions, that is, al1 users are located nt cell bcundarïes or the assumption of a constant
number of users in each ce11 of the CDMA system.In [1], the fonvard and the reverse link
capacity of a CDMA system with nine interferhg cells were calculated based on Cfl (Carrier-to-Interference Radio) for the worst case (i.e. al1 mobiles located at boundaries of
cells), where the effect of power control on capacity was investigated. A.M. Viterbi and A.
J. Viterbi [9,10] provided a foimula for estimating tbe Erlang capacity based on interfer-

ence analysis and blocking probability, in which qua1 trafic Ioads for each cell and sector
was assumed and blocking defined to occur when the interference level reaches a prede-

tennined level above the background noise level. The formula was denved by approximating the total interference as a Gaiissian distribution.

1.2 Motivation and Objectives
In real mobile cellular systern, the trafic l a d distribution is not always equal load
(that is, al1 cells do not bave the same number of users). Therefon, we consider not only
the worst case but also the general case to estimate the system capacity. !t is necessary to

provide a method to estimate system capacity of CDMA system with non-unifm trafic

l a d . This will be helpful in cal1 admission control and resource allocation supporting

multi-rate s e ~ c e sin friture mobile telecommunication systems.
Tbc goal of the thesis is to provide a theoretical analysis methoâ for calculating

Chapter 1 Introduction
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-

dynamic capacity and dynamic call admission strategies for a CDMA cellular system with
non-even traffic load h m a system point of view based on interference analysis and link
requirements for different services and different environments.
The organization anci,contributions of the thesis are described in section 1.3.

1.3 Summary and Contributions
In this thesis, three closely related issues, interference analysis, capacity analysis
and call admission strategies conceming CDMA systems are studied. In chapter 1, a
review of the related research on the capacity of CDMA systems is provided, and the
motivation and objectives of this thesis are also described.

Chapter 2 briefly reviews the fundamental concepts and techniques in the mobile

cellular communication system.
Chapter 3 covers cochannel interference analysis of a CDMA system including both
inter-ce11 intefierence and intra-ce11 interference is provided. Statistical characteristics of
the interference variables are given by theoretical analysis and by computer simulation,
respectively. The effect of propagation parameters on the normnlized average interference

fiom a single mobile user (called interference coefficient) associated with an arbitrary
base station is investigated, where the mobile user is assumed to be unifomily distributed
within a ce11 and at the boundary of the ce11 (Le. the worst case), respectively.

In cbapter 4, the reverse link capacity is completely analyseci by computer simula-

tion and theoretical estimation. The effects of various factors, such as link quality requirement, propagation parameters (shedow fading deviation a, p t h loss exponent y), the

interference cœfficients, system traffic l a d and voice activity on capacity are investi-

gated based on different simulation models. A large arnount of numerical results are ana-

lysed and comparai. Explicit expressions for calculating the reverse link capacity of a

CDMA system with non-uniform trafic load distribution based on system state, link quality requirmient and a aven propagation mode1 are provided. The fonnulas provides much
more accurate capacity estimate than the methoâ using Gaussian distribution as an

approximation distribution of the other-ce11 intederence. The approach of assessing link
capacity can be applied to call admission control.

Three call admission schemes based on the dynamic capcity of the system are presented in chapter 5, which guarantee a link quality requirement. The performance of the
schemes was analysed from a system point of view in terms of call blocking probabilities.
Finally, the main results and conclusions of this thesis are summarized in chapter 6.

CHAPTER 2

Fundamentals of Mobile Cellular
Communication Systems

This chapter briefly reviews the fiindamental concepts and techniques in the mobile
cellular comrnunicatioa system.

2.1 Fundamental Concept in Cellular System
Cellular

The cellular concept is a system level idea based on the principle of fkquency reuse.
A large geographic area is partitioned into small geographic areas called cells. Eacb ce11 is

allocated a group of radio channels to be used within its coverage area. Adjacent cells are
assigned completely different groups of radio channels to prevent cochannel interference,
but distant cells could have the same channels, i.e. reuse the same radio channels. The cellular concept allows a limited number of frequencies to be reused. Therefore, cellular systems enable many more usen in a geographic area to utilize a limited spectrum than
traditional communication systems. Frequency Ruse provides a solution for solving spectral congestion and increasing system capacity. More details relating fiequency reuse are
provided in [16].
CDMA systerns do not raquire frequency reuse plans since the same physical chan-

ne1 can be reused in each cell.

In tbeoretical research on cellular systems, the geometric sbape of a cell is generally
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considered to be a hexagon because the hexagon can closely approximate a circular radiation pattern by utilizing an omni-directional antenna at the base station and fkee space
propagation.
Direct Sequence Spmd Spectrum Tecbiiques

Direct sequence spread spectrwi technique is used to increase the system capacity.
Spread Spectrum is a means of transmission in which the signal occupies a bandwidth in
excess of the minimum necessary to send the information. Eacb information bit in direct
sequence (DS) is symbolized by a large nwnber of coded bits called chips. A synchronized
reception with the code at the receiver is used for despreading and subsequent &ta recovery. The spectnun spieading in DS is measured by the processing gain (Gp) defined by

where W is the transmission bandwidth and R is the information bit rate.
Randoff in CDMA
In a mobile communication environment, as a mobile user moves from the coverage
m a of one base station to the coverage area of another base station and the col1 is pro-

gressing, a handofïmust occur to transfer the communication link fiom one base station to
the ntxt. The process of a user moving to a new trafic channel is called bandoff.

1s-95 CDMA system supports three different handoff processes: soft handoff, softer

handoff and hard handoff. Each of the handoff scenarios relates to a particular system con-

figuration. Soft handoff can occur only when the old and new base stations are operating

on the same CDMA frequency channel. Sofi handoff is a rnake-before-breakconnection, it
allows a mobile station to communicate simultaneously with two or more base stations to
continuously select the best signal quality until the hondoff is completed. This reduces the
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"ping-pong" effet s u f f i in conventional hord handoff, and in him enhances the corn-

munication quality as a nsdt of smoother transitions.

Softer handoffoccurs when a mobile moves ôetwcen two diffemt sectors of the same

c d . On the forward link, the mobile p e d m the same kind of combining process as tbat
of mtt bandoff. In this case, the mobile uses its Rake receiver to combine signals received
Érom two

diffnent sectors. On the reverse link. howcva, two sectors of thc same ce11

sixnultancowly receive two signals h m the mobile. The signals aie demodulated and
combined b i d e the cell, and oniy one fmne is sent back to aie MSC.

The CDMA systcms dso pruvide two types of hard handoffs, CDMA-to-CDMA

handoff and CDMA-tc~anaioghandoff. CDMA-to-CDMA bandoff' occurs when the

mobile moves between two distinct CDMA cbamels that are operathg on diffant fiequcncies. This hard buidoff can also occur when the mobile is moving between two differnit operators' systems. On the oîher hanâ, CDMA-to-analoguehandoff occm whea a

mobile is moving into an ara where there is no CDMA s e ~ c but
e an analog service. The
hord handofi enables the mobile unit to han&ff fiom a CDMA call to an analog call.

Many prpers have Dddrrssed the effècts of soft huiQff on system performance. The
rescarch rnaialy focuses on t b e difftrent asprçts. The k t one focuses on investigating

the dféct of soit handoff on capacity [8,9,11,21,23,24]. The second focuses on improvh g call quaîity by optiminng fade mugixi [8- 10,211. The k t one involves improving the
pedomiince of soft hoidoffs by optimizing biadoff parameters [22,25]. A cornpletc ami-

pis of dvantagcs anâ disadvatmges of soft hndoffs compared to hnrd handoffs hm diffémit perspectives cm k fouad in [8-lOJl, 221.
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Base Station (BS)

In a cellular communication system, each ce11 is associated with a base station (BS)
which nonnally is located in the centre of the cell. A base station is the network element
that interfaces the mobile station to the network via the air interfixe. The primary function

of the base station is to maintain the air interface for communication to any mobile station
within its cell. Other functions of the base station iira cal1 processing, siplling, maintenance, and diagnostics. The base station communicates to the mobile station via the air
interface, and to the MSC by dedicated communication links, such as a T l trunk. Communication links fiom the base station to the MSC (Mobile Switching Center) interface are
also classified into voice links anâ signalling links.
A base station includes a base station controller (BSC)and a base transceiver station

(BTS).A base-station controller monitors and controls several base transceiver stations.
The p b r y tasks of a BSC are frequency administration (such as the allocation and

release of radio channels and handoff management etc.), control of BTSs, and exchange
functions. The BTS is a mobile's interface to the network, wbich comprises radio transmission and reception devices, and al1 the signal processing specific to the radio interface.
A BTS is usually located in the center of a ce11 and is responsible for one cell. Each ce11 in

the network bas a base station ~ s ~ c i a t with
e d it. One of the factors detemiining the ce11

size is the transrnitting power of the BTS.The greater the transmit power of the base station, the larger the cell, and vice versa.
Mobik Station (MS)

The mobile station consists of tbree elmients: transceiver, antenna, and user inter-

face. Most of these elements are the same as describeâ in the base station section, aiid they
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are functionally similar. An MS provides the capabilities to access network service by the
user.
The mobile station stores several parameters in its permanent memory, such as the
mobile identification aumber (MIN),electronic serial number (ESN), and station class
mark (SCM). They are traasmitted upon power on, ce11 initiated sampling and cal1 origina-

tion.

The MIN is used to uniquely identiw the mobile station in the network. The ESN is
a 32-bit binary number that uniquely identifies a mobile to any cellular system. The SCM
indicates the capabilities of the mobile. It indicates the power class of the mobile.
Mobiie Switching Center (MSC)

MSC is an automatic system that constitutes the interface for user trafic between the
cellular network and other PSTNs (Public Switched Telephone Networks) or MSCs in the
same or other cellular networks. The MSC is an exchange that perfoms al1 the switching
and signalling fictions for mobile stations located in a geographical m a designated as

the MSC area. The main function of an MSC is to coordinate the setting up of calls to and

fiom the mobile station. An MSC can connect to several BSCs. It also handles inter- BSC/

MSC handover, call routing, billing, paging function for mobile terminated calls, location
registration update and management of radio resources during a call.

2.2 Multiple Access Technology
There are three major multiple access techniques in cellular communication systems, Frequency-Division Multiple Access (FDMA),Time-Division Multiple Access

(TDMA)and Code-Divisicn Multiple Access (CDMA).
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in an FDMA system, a physical cbannel corresponds to a band of fiequencies. Each
user in an FDMA system is assigned a particular Frequency. During the period of a call, no
0 t h user can sbare the same fiequency band.

As a the complement of FDMA,in TDMA,eacb radio channel is partitioned into
multiple time slots, and each user is assigned a specific kquency/time slot combination.

That is, several users shiue a single canier frequency, but only a single MS in a given cell
uses the given frequency at any particular time. Unlike FDMA, a TDMA system uses a
non-continuous transmission mode to transmit data. This results in low battery consump
tion by tming the transmitter off while it not in use. This also makes the handoff process
much simpler since mobile stations can listen for other base stations during idle time slots.
The other advantage of TDMA is that it allows a flexible bit rate by allocating different
number of time slots per h

e to different usen based on demand. This makes multi-rate

services possible. The disadvantage of TDMA is that it requires a substantial amount of
signal processing for matched filtering and correlation for synchronizing with a time slot.

In CDMA,a fraluency channel is used sirnultaneously by multiple mobile stations
in a given cell. Each user's narrow band signal is spread over a wider bandwidth that is
grtater than the minimum bandwidth required to transmit the information. The users' sig-

nais are disthguished by spreading them with different codes. The codes are pseudo-noise

code sequences that have chip rates which are orders of magnitude greater than the data
rate of message, and an orthogonal to one another.

The primary advantage of DS-CDMA (Direction Sequence CDMA)is its tolerance
to interference compared to FDMA anà TDMA.Unlike FDMA and TDMA, in which the

radio musc be carehlly assigneâ a frasuency or tirne slot to assure tbat there is no interfer-
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ence with other similar radios, the fiequency assignment is greatly simplified in CDMA
since adjacent micro-cells share the same frequeacies. For this reason CDMA can improve
system capacity. CDMA also cm Unprove the quality of service by using RAKE receivers
and soft handoff.
More detailed discussion on the disadvantages and advantages of the three access
techniques is provided in [ 151, [16], and[20].

2.3 The Effects of Communication Environments on Radio
Signals
In the cellular communication environment, radio signals are subject to a variety of
effects due to the physical environment and the motion of mobile stations. The signal

strength decreases with the distance between a mobile station and its base station. The loss
in signal strength is called propagation loss. Generally, the signal strength loss can be
characterized by

Pr = P,

*'

(2.1)

where Pr and Pt are the power of the received and transmitted signals, respectively. r is the
distance between the mobile station and the base station, and y is an exponent that charac-

terizes the steepness of the decrease.
The signal strength gradually fluctuates with significant changes over tens of meters
due to obstacles between üansmitter and receiver while the mobile station moves. The
phenomenon is called shadowfading or slowfading. In a slow fading channel, the chamel

impulse response changes at a rate much slower than the transmitted baseband signal. The

receivd sigasl power Pr is cbcterized by a log-nonnal pmbability mode1 with a mean
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of P. Tbat is, IOlog(P,) bas a normal distribution with a mean value of lOlog(P) ,and a

standard deviation of a dB.
The other signal fluctuation occurs much faster than the changes due to environmental
effects. Significant changes of the signal strwgth occur over a distance equal to the wavelength of the carrier Frequency (about 30cm in cellular radio band). This is so called fisr
fading

or Rayleigh fading. In a fast fading channel, the channel impulse response changes

rapidy within the symbol duration. The received signal is a collection of rays coming
h m different directions with different relative phase shifts that depend on the exact posi-

tion of the mobile station. The fast fading presents a severe challenge to the quality of

received signals.
Many techniques have k e n developed to combat the effects of the radio environment

in addition to channel coding, interleaving, and antenna diversity, such as RAKE nceiver
in CDMA system, adaptive equalization and frquency hopping in TDMA system etc.
(sec [ 161,[ 191).

2.4 Propagation Model
A propagation mode1 is used to predict the average received signal strength at a

given distance fiom the transmitter, and variability of signal strength [Ml. Propagation
models cm be briefly classified into two types, large-scale propagation models and smallscale or fading models. The first one characterizes signal strength over large transmitttxreceiver separation distances. The second one characterizes the rapid fluctuation of the

received signal strength over very short travel distance.

CDMA cellular systems are able to combat the effect of fast fading. By using a
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RAKE receiver incorporated with closed-loop power control, bit hterleavhg, channel
coding, and space diversity reception, the effect of the fast fading c m be reduced to a minimum [7], [26].Thus, only the effmts of path loss and shadow fading primarily are consid-

ered in building a propagation mode). Generally, propagation loss is modelled by the

product of the f h power of distance and a log-normal random npresenting shadow fading
(see [7]and [ 1O]) whose standard deviation is a.Thus, a propagation mode1 can be char-

acterized by two parameters, path loss exponent y and shadow fading standard deviation

Typical p t h loss exponents are provided in Table 2.1 [ i 61 foi various mobile radio
environmentS.

Table 2.1 Path Loss Exponents for diffetent Environments

Environments

(

Pitb L a s Expanen<,y

F G ~space

I

2

Urban area cellular radio

1

2.7 to 3.5

Shadowed urban cellular radio

1

3 to 5

In building line-of sight

1

1.6 to 1.8

Obstructed in building

1

4 to 6

Obstructed in factories

1

2 to 3

2.5 IS-95 Standard
Code division multiple access (CDMA) [1] has received a great deal of attention as

one of the most piomishg mess techniques for mobile and personal communication systems. In 1993, CDMA was adopted by the Telecommunication Industry Association TR-
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45 Cornmittee as the TIAIEIA IS-95 standard for cellular mobile and persml communi-

cation services (PCS)[141.
1s-95 defines an air interface of a CDMA system operathg at 800-900 MHz band.

In the standard, the basic user channel rate is 9.6 kbps which is spread to a channel chip
rate of 1.22288 million chips per second(Mcps), giving a spreading processing gain Gpof
128. The spreading processes used on the forward and reverse link are different. On the

forward link, the user data stream is encoded using a rate 112 convolutional code, interleaved using a matrix of 24 rows by 16 columns (ai full rate), and spread by one of the 64
orthogonal Walsh Codes. Each MS in a given ce11 is assigned a different Walsh Code to
provide separation among signals h m different users. To reduce interference between
mobiles

that

use the same Walsh function in different cells and to provide the desired

widespnad spectral charactenstics, al1 signals in a particular ce11 are scrambled using a
pseudorandom sequence of length 2" chips.
On the reverse link, a differmt spreading strategy is used because each received sig-

nal arrives at the BS via a differpnt propagation chamel. The user data stream is first convolutional encoded at a rate of 1/3, and then interleaved using a matrix of 32 rows by 18
columas. AAer interleaving, each block of six encoded symbols is mapped to one of the 64
orthogonal Walsh Codes. A final spreading, giving a rate of 1.2288 Mcps, is obtained by
spreading the resulting 307.2 kilochip per second (kcps) stream by user-specific and base-

'

specific codes of pefiods z4* -1 and 2 s chips, nspectively [20].

2.6 Power Control
The purpose of îhe powet control is to overcome the near-fiu pmblem and to assure
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that the power received by a serving base station fiom each mobile user in the same ce11 is

the sarne. This in tum decreases cochannel interference and increases the system capacity

[ilThe near-far problem occurs when many users share the same channel, that is, the
swng signal received from a mobile user close to a base station will mask the weak signal

from a mobile user far h m the base station. To combat the near-fat problem, powar control is implemented on the reverse link in the CDMA system. Power control is a procedure

used to dynamically adjust the transmitted power levels of each mobile station such that
the received power of eacb user at the base station is equal to one other. When a mobile
user moves closer to his home base station, the system rnay reduce the power levels in
order to reduce interference to other users. Conversely, as the mobile user moves farther

fiom the base station, the system may increase the power level in order to maintain mnsmission quality.
The signal saength changes continuously as a mobile station moves. The mobile
station performs power adjustments of 800 times per second under the control of the base
station. A CDMA mobile station is capable of adjusting its transmitter power in steps of 1

dB over a range of 64 dB. The maximum power radiated by any CDMA mobile station is
6.3 W.
1s-95 performs a combination of open-loop and closed-loop operations to control
the power radiated by any CDMA mobile station [14], [17]. The open-loop power control

is used to compensate for slow-varying and log-normal shadowing effects. The closed-

loop power control is used to compensate for power fluctuations due to fàst Rayleigh fad-

ing.
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ûpea-loop power process is independent of the base station. That is, open-loop
power control process ody involves the mobile station since there is no feedback information about power level change h m the base station. To perform reverse link open-lmp
power control, a mobile station continuously monitors and measures the strength of the
received pilot signal associated with the forward traffic charme1 and automatically adjust
its transmit power according to the following equation [17]:

P, = - C - Pr + NOM-PWR + MIT-PWR + Sum of Al1 Access Probe Corrections
(2.2)

where P, is transmitter power; Pr is the received power in dBm by mobile station;
NOM-PWR and MIT-PWR are parameters in the access parameter message; Access

Robe Correction is the power difference between the current access probe and the previ-

ous access probe; the last term in equation is the sum of al1 access probe corrections made
during the access probe transmission; C is equal to 73 dBm for 800 MHz system or equal

to 76dBm for 1800 MHz system.
The reverse closed-loop power control process involves both the base and the

mobile station. To perfonn reverse-link closed-loop power control, the base station continuously moniîors E g o on the reverse link. If E&

exceeds some required threshold, then

the base station commands the mobile to decrease its transmit power. Othenvise, if E g o

drops below some threshold, the base station commands the mobile station to increase its

transmit power. The power control comrnand is sent once every (11800) second, or 1.25

ms. The amount of mobile transmitting power increase or decrease is 1dB or - 1 dB for
each command.
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2.7 Capacity of Cellular CDMA Systems
Unlike TDMA and FDMA in which the capacity corresponds to the number of
physicd channels of a single cell, the capacity of a cellular CDMA system is usually
defined as the total number of simultaneous users a single ce11 can support with a given
level of link quality (i.e. an acceptable level of transmission quality), which includes
requirements for service availability [9].

The capacity of CDMA systems is interference lirnited. In a CDMA system. the
capacity depends on the arnount of interference that a system can tolerate based on the link
quality requirement, such as bit error rate or equivalently to some E f l o (energy per bit
per noise power density, where Eb is the energy per bit in the desired signal and No is pro-

portional to the sum of the interférence power and noise power at the receiver). Here the
interference power includes the interference power introduced by the users in the same
cell and in the other cells.

The capacity of a CDMA system is a statistical value that depends on many random
quantities, such as speech and silent patterns of mobile stations, location of mobile stations, estimates of received power afTected by some propagation model. These factors in
tum cause a random interference. Thenfore, a capacity calculation is complicated, which

really depends on propenies of the probability distributions of these random quantities.

Some methods uscd to estimate the capacity of CDMA system are given in [7], [9],
[lS], and [II].

For a single-ce11 system with petfect power conml and a transmission quality of
Eb/N,,, the capacity is given by [17]
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where C is the maximum number of simultaneous usen that the system can support on the
reverse link; R is spread transmission bit rate; W (cWs) is the binary transmission rate; v is
the voice active factor and in the range of 0.4-1; 6 is sectorization gain; 6 is typically

around 2.55 for a three-sector cell [ 1SI.

For a multi-ce11 system, the capacity can be estimated by [15]

where f3 is an interference factor that represents the interference caused by the usen in the

other cells. Typically, P is in the range of 0.4-0.55; a represents the power control accuracy and the practical range for a is 0.5-0.9.
The system capacity on the reverse link is directly proportional to the processing
gain Gp (= W/R) and inversely proportional to the required E b / N o .

Most research on the capacity of CDMA systems is fofused on giving an expression
of the average number of mobile usen per ce11 which cm served with a specified quality.
This is a special case in the mobile cellular network. It is also not accurate to make a cal1
admission decision based on the constant number of users in each cell, In this thesis, a

general expression for calculating the capacity of a CDMA system based on the system
state and link quality requirement is provided.

In ordcr to complctely analyse the capacity of a CDMA system and give a general
expression of capacity of CDUA systems, it is necessary to find out the statistical characteristics of cochanael interférence. However, it is a very complicated problai to derive the

distribution hurtion for the inter-cellular intedkrence. Some papers have discussed this
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issue. An approximation distribution function of other ce11 interference h m a mobile user
was given in [12]. The approximation distribution function was obtained by approximat-

ing the hexagonal cells by circles that have the same m a as the hexagonal cells.

2.8

Call Admission Schemes for CDMA systems
in CDMA systems, many users share a common radio channel, and one user's trans-

mission causes interference for al1 other users. Since the capacity of CDMA system is sofi,

there is a trade-off between system capacity and link quality. In order to guarantee a
required communication quality and optirnize the network resource, a call admission

scheme is required to control the number of users in the system based on some criteria.
With the tremendous growth of the mobile user population, coupled with the multimedia applications, developing an efficient call admission strategy for CDMA cellular
systems has become a very important topic. A large number of papers bave addressed this
issue. In [Il, a call acceptance algorithm (or called a fixed channel assignmcnt (FCA)) for

CDMA systems was provided based on a fixed number of acceptable calls in each cell,
which is detenined by the carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR)of each call. A new call is
blockeâ if al1 trafic channels are occupied. The FCA scheme is not adept to changing traffic conditions. An effective call admission curitrol (CAC) for CDMA cellular systems
bas4 on the signal-to-interfaence ratio (SIR) was proposeâ in

[SI, in which power con-

m l was not comidered. A recently propsed adaptive cbannel assignrnent (ACA) [6] for

the powercontrolled DS-CDMA cellular systern baseci on interference provides much
better performance by reducing the d u d a n t link capacity than b
using fixed link capacity.

e channel schemes
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An effeçtive call admission stmtegy should not ody depend on mobile cellular sys-

tem capacity, but also on the system characteristics, traffic conditions and QoS requirements. Dynamic call admission schemes for a CDMA cellular system from the system
point of view b a s 4 on interference analysis and link requuements for diffnent services

and different environments are describeci in Chapter 5. This approach differs fiom other
work by the method fo proiiding dyrüunic and accurate capacity estimates which be bas4

on the information of system states.

CHAPTER 3

Interference Analysis for a
CDMA system

CDMA systems are sînctly interference limited. As such, interference analysis is a
very important issue. Both the capacity estimation ofa CDMA system and the cal1 admission strategy are based on the interference power level. in this chapter, the cochannel
interference of a CDMA system is anal@.

'l'le basic assumptions and a propagation

mode1 are described in Section 3.1. An interference anaiysis including both the inter-ce11
interference and the inhatell interference is provided in Section 3.2. Statistical characteristics of interference variables are given in Section 3.3 by theoretical analysis and computer simulation. The numerical results are discussed in Section 3.4.

3.1

System Model and Assumption
In this section, a system mode1 and some basic assumptions are described.

3.l.l Assumptions
Consider a cellular CDMA system of M cochannel hexagonal cells with a base sta-

tion (BS) at the centre of each c d . Al1 base sutions are c ~ ~ e c t to
e da mobile switching
centre (MSC).The fornard and reverse links use disjoint fiequency ban& and thus can be

analyscd indwndentiy. The reverse link is generally considered to limit system capacity
[7]. Throughout this thesis, only the =verse

capacity is considered. in the CDMA cel-

lular system, the bit rate pet user is 9.6kbps and the chip rate is 1.2288Mk.
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Power control is used to compensate for the propagation path loss and c h a ~ eatteni
uation due to shadow fading. Perfect power control is assumed in this work. That is, at the

base station, the received powet levels h m dl the mobile users in the same ce11 are the
same. Assume that the desued signal strength is same for al1 base stations on the reverse

link, and denoted as S.

Each ES is assumed to use omnidirectional antemas.

3.1.2 Propagation Mode1
The propagation loss can be represented as

wbere & is the attenuation due to shadowing and is a Gaussian random variable with a
standard deviation of a (typically, a is in the range of 5-8 dB) and a mean of zero; r is the
distance from a mobile unit to a base station; y is the path loss exponent with a typical
value king 2.7-4.0 [ 5 ] .

The received power Pr at a BS from a MS then can be expressed by

where P,is the ûansrnitted signal power, r is the distance between the MS and the BS, and

Pr bas a log-normal distribution with the following probability density

where p = lnP,-ylnr and a' = aln 10/ 10.

3.13 TrrfHcMoâel
The system traffic mode1 is descrikd as follows.
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1) The users in each ce11 are uniformiy distributed.

2) The cal1 arriva1 processes in each ce11 are independently Poisson distributed, and
with a mean arriva1 rate of Ak ( k E { 1,2,3,

..., M } ) at steady-state.

3) Channel holding times are independently exponential distributed, and with the
mean of 1/p,, (k E ( 1,2,3, ..., M } ) at steady-state, whicb are independent of the cal1

arriva1 processes.
"ben the trafic intensity of the ce11 k at steady-state is Ak =

)Lk/

pk Erlang.

Let Nkbe the number of active calls in the ce11 k at steaây state. Let N I , N2,N3,..., NM be

independent, where Nkhas the Poisson distribution

and denoted as

3.2 Interference Analysis
CDMA systems are strictly interference lirnited. Since many users share a comrnon
radio channel and one user's ûansmission causes interfemne for al1 other users in the system, the total interference includes the interference inaoduceà by the users in the same

cell and in the other cells and the background noise. Now we consider a system with a
total number of interferhg cells of M-1,
and a nfcrence ce11 denoted by ce11 i, where there

are

active mobile users in ce11j forj=l, 2, 3,..., M. The interference analysis takes the

voice activity factor into account. The total interfisrence power is then equal CO
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Note that the f h t term in equation (3.6) is the interference introduced by those
mobiles in the reference ce11 i and is called intra-cellular interference (I,,).

The second

term in (3.6) is the interference introclucd by those mobiles in other cells j
(j

E

{ 1,2,3,

..., M }- ( i }

) and is called inter-cellular interference (IifiEr).The last term

in (3.6) is the background noise (additive white Gaussian noise, AWGN} (Jbackmund).

3.2.1 Intra-Cellular Cell Interference (I,,)
Because of the assumption of perfect power control, the signal strength received by
the BSi is the same for every mobile station associated with the base station and denoted

by S. Thus the intra-cellular interference Iinmis given by

where Ni is the nurnber of active usen in BSi; vl is the voice activity factor of the lrhuser in

BSi; V I , vit..., V N are
~ independent and identically distributed with the following binary dis-

tribution

3.2.2 Inter-CeUuiar CeU Interference (ï,,,)
The intercellular interfaence IiHteris the intederence introduced by those mobiles in
0th-

cells j ( j E { 1,2,3,

...,M )- { i }

). IiNioris given by
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is the interference fiom mobile k in ce11 j ( j # i ) to ce11 i and A4 is the total

where

number of base stations in the system and A$ is the total number of active users in the cell

i
From [7],the interference from a mobile user in another ce11 varies not only according to the attenuation in the path to the reference base station, but also inversely to the
attenuation from the interferhg user to his home base station.
Mobile usen at boundaries tend to communicate to the BS that offers the strongest
signal power, or the least signal attenuation under fading conditions. Thus an active user

MSk in ceIl j introduces inter-interference to the reference cell i only if the propagation
loss to BSi is less than or equal to the reference base station B$ (see [7], [8],

[!Il),

that is,

where r,-k is the distance between mobile station k (MSd and B+ (see Figure 3.1); Gjk is a
normal tandom variable with a mean value of zero dB and a standard deviation a dB rep-

resenting the shadowing effect for MSk to B$; Gjk and &are independent.
From formula (3.2) and above analysis, we have

where
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and S is the received signal power at BSi from a mobile in BSj; Vjk is the voice activity factor of the' k user in BSj; vjk(k = 1,2,3, .

j

= 1,2, ..., M) are indcpendent and

identically distributed with the following binary distribution P(vjk = 1) = v
( k = 1,2,3 ,..., N,,j = 1,2, ...,M).

Note that in above formula (3. IO), the value

3 ,an

also be considered as a normalized

'jk

distance, that is, the distance between mobile station k (MSd and B2$ has been nonnalized
by the distance between the MSkand its home base station BSk

Thus we have

Frorn (3.1l), the intercellular interf'ennce depends on the number of the mobile stations
in the system, their locations, the path loss exponent and the standard deviation of shadow
fading.
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ce11 i

Base Station
Mobile Station

Figure 3.1 Illustration of the relative location of cells

3.2.3 Background Noise
The last term in (3.6) is background noise (additive white Gaussian noise, AWGN)
by

'backgroiid

= q',hen we assume that S/q = 20 dB (Le. q = I o - ~ S ) and

q' = q - G, ,where Gp (= W/R) is the processing gain, W is the bandwidth and R is the bit
~ s m i s s i o nrate per user. Consequently, the total interkence I can be expressed by

and the nonnalized total interference is equal to
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3.3 Stoitistical Characteristics of Interference
in this section, the expectation and the variance of the norrnalized interferences are
derived.

3.3.1 Expectation of Normalized Interference
I

Since al1 mobile users in each ce11 are uniformly distributed, I?k
S have the sarne dis-

tribution for al1 MSk( k = I,2, ...,N,) associated witb the ce11j. Denote

and

To calculate the expectation for the normalized interfennce E
let

[!]

.
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r

in (3.16). ri&and

Sik are independent normal random variables with a mean of zero, and a

standard deviation a.Frorn [ 11 1,

w here

Thus fkom (3.19) and the independence of

Vjk

and ZI we have following conditional

expectation

By the definition of expectation,

Bk]

can be written as

where F.- 2 (zl) is the pmbability distribution of

(:<y

and

E[S1z2] is given in (3.20).

Let ( ~ g ,yO)and (O, O) be the location of B$ and BSi (referace cell) respectively. Let (x, y)
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be the location of MSk.Then

Since MSk is unifody located in ce11j, the joint distribution of location random variable

(X,Y) can be expressed as

I

otherwise

O

where R is the radius of each cell in the system.
From equation (3.2 1), (3.22), and (3.23), we have

1

=
(x, y)

E

cell,

'

I["-yo'2

"-'O'

X2

+y2

2

]

E[!(Z,]A~,

(3*24)

Since Nj and i j k are independent 0. = l , 2. 3...., iCi); NI, Nt N3 NM are independent;

(k = 1,2, 3 ,..., Ni,j =1,2,3 ,..., M) are independent, we have

where p,{n,)

= P{N, = n,) is the steady state pmbability distribution of Nj given in

!as follows
Therefns, wc obtain the expectation of the normalizeâ total interference S
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where E [ N i ] = Ai by (3.4).

3.3.2 Variance of Normalized Interference
Next, we calculate variance of the nomalized interference Var[l$].

Ta calculate ~ a r [ l ! ,]we fint calculaie the fini i e m E
Similar to (3.19) and (3.20), we can obtain

and

[(~)1] in (3.27)
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.[(Sn

=

1 E[(S)'I$]dFz$z2)
cell,

Next, calculate the variance of

S 9

'inter

The first term in equation (3.3 1) can be calculated as follows

M

jzi

from equation (3.14), (3.15) and [I 31,
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From equation (3.25),(3.3 1 ), and (3.34),

From [ 131 and equation ( 3 3 ,

v+]

=

lin
or[^]
+~ o r [ y ]
rra

From equation (3.39, (3.36) and (3.37), the variance of the nonnalized total interference
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3.4 Gaussian approximation
Have calculated the expectation and variance of the normalized interference random
variables in the previous section, approximation distributions for these random variables
will be given in this section.

The Gaussian distribution, N((pi,,,,
probability distribution of

used as an approximation for the

. That is,
S

linter

I-

Similarly, iS -A/(=%

ointer)
can be

1 /'2
O,),

where p,I = E r ! ] and a,, = ( V a r [ ! ] )

(for j =1, 2, 3,., M and al1 k).

3.5 Numerical Results
From section 3.2, the total interference is a random variable. From formula (3.1 1),
the inter-cellular interference depends on the number of the mobile stations in the system,
their locations, path loss, and shadowing condition. It is very complicated to derive the
distribution fùnction for the inter-cellular interference. In this section, the statistical characteristics (called interference coefficients) for the normalized interference from a mobile

user am provided by cornputer simulation. The interference coefficients are investigated
for different pth los exponents and shadow fading standard deviation. A simple expres-

sion of the normalized average total interference is then obtained based on the system state
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and interference coefficients,This formula simplifies a complicated calculation and makes
it is easy to obtain the capacity of the system from this formula.
For sirnplicity, a CDMA system with 19 cells is considered ,where ce11 O is chosen
as a reference cell. The layout of the system is shown in Figure 3.2.
For an arbitrary given system state (NolNI,
N2. NI8) = (no#n,, "2, ,.., nI8), where ni
,...

is the number of users in ceIl i (i = 0, 1. 2,..., 18), the total interference power I cm be
expressed as

I = ( I I + Iz + Ire() S + q'

(3.38)

where IIS, I2 S. and I , , are the total interference fiom the mobiles located within cells in
the first layer, the second layer, and the reference ce11 (cell O) of the system. respectively.
Thus, I I , 12, and IMrepresent the nomalized interference values nonnalized by the desired
received signal power S.

Fiy r e 3.2

Cell layout used in simulation
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I
The expectation of - can be calculated as follows
S

where

and the parameters ai (i = 1, 2, 3) are called interference coeflcients, and are defined by

I
The variance of - can be calculated by
S

where
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and

where the parameters bi (i = 1,2,3) are defmd by

The numerical results of interference coefficients ai, bj are listed in Table 3.1-Table 3.4 for
different path loss exponents y, shadowing deviation a,and different cases of mobiles unifomly located within each ce11 and at the boundary of each cell, respectively.

Table 3.1 Interference Coefficients and Interference Coefficient Deviation (Mobiles

uniformiy located in each ce11 of the system and y =3)
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Table 3.2 Interference Coefficients and Interference Coefficient Deviation (Mobiles
uniformiy located in each ce11 of the system and y =4)

Table 3.3 Interference Coefficients and Interference Coefficient Deviation (Mobiles
uniformly located at boundary of each ce11 in the system and y =3)

Table 3.4 Interference Coefficients and Interference Coefficient Deviation (Mobiles
unifomly Iocated at boundary of each ce11 in the system and y =4)
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Table 3.4 Interference Coefficients and lnterference Coefficient Deviation (Mobiles
uniformly located at boundary of each ce11 in the system and y =4)

Table 3.5 Average Interference Coefficient and Interference and Coefficient Deviation

(Mobiles uniformiy located in each ce11 of the system and y=3)

Table 3.6 Average Interference Coefficient and Coefficient Deviation (Mobiles uni formly

located in each cell of the system and y=)

Table 3.7 Average Interference Coefficient and Coefficient Deviation (Mobiles
uniformly located at boundary of each cell in the system and y =3)
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Table 3.8 Average Interference Coefficient and Coefficient Deviation (Mobiles uniformly
located at boundary of each ce11 in the system y 4)

Note: In Table 3.5-Table 3.8. parameter a and b are the expectation and the variance of the
average normalized interference fiom 18 interferhg cells respectively. That is, parameter
ri

is the average of interference coefficients ai (i = 1, 2, 3). a and b are defined by

and

The effect of the propagation mode1 on the interference coefficients was investigated.
From F i g w 3.3, the interference coefficients ai (i = 1. 2. 3) and a increase with shadow
fading standard deviation o for the case of mobile stations uniformly distributed within
cells and the path loss exponent y = 4 From Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, the interference
coeficients ai (i = 1, 2, 3) and a decrease with path loss exponent y for the case of mobile
stations unifomly distributed within cells. In addition, a,, a*, a3 and a have a relationship

of az < a3 c a < a , . Thus, the mobiles located in the 1st-layer cells introduce the largest
average interkence and the mobile stations associated with an even cell number in the
second layw cells introduce the least average nonnalized interference to the system. From

Figure 3.4, for y = Aar decreases with shadow fading standard deviation a.

The interfmnce coefficient comprison is also made for the cases of mobile stations
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unifomly located within each ce11 and at the ce11 boundary, respectively. From Figure 3.6

to Figure 3.7, the interference coefficients ai for the case in which mobile users uniformly
distnbuted within cells are significantiy less than that for the case in which mobile users

uniformly distributed at the boundaries of cells. A similar feature can be seen in Figure
3.8 for the average interference coeficient a. From Figure 3.7, a, decreases with shadow
fading standard deviation a for y = ji, where mobile stations are uniformly distributed ai

the boundaries of cells.

Figure 3.3 hterference coefficients versus sigma, path loss exponent y = 4
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Figure 3.4 interference coefficients versus sigma, path loss exponent y = 3, 4,
n obile stations uniformly distributed within cells

Figure 3.5 interference coefficient cornparison for path loss exponent y = 3
and 4, mobile stations unifody distributed within cells
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Figure 3.6 Interference coefficient cornparison for different MS location distributions with path loss exponent y = 4

n P b i i uniiorniy distribot& at the boundary of eacti ce)

Figure 3.7 interfernice coefficient cornparison in the worst case with path loss
exponent y = 3
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sigma

Figure 3.8 Average interference coefficient cornparison for different MS
location distributions with path loss exponent y = 4

3.6 Summary
As CDMA system is a strictly interference limited interference analysis is a vrry
important issue. Both the capacity estimation of a CDMA system and the cal1 admission
strategy are based on interference analysis. In this chapter, the cochannel interference of

a CDMA system including both the inter-cell interference and the intra-ce11 interference is
analysed. The statistical characteristics of the interference variables both by theoretical
analysis and by computer simulation are given. The e f k t s of propagation parameters on
the nonnalized average interference h m a mobile user (called interference coefficient)

associated with different base stations are investigated, where the mobiles users are
assumed to be unifody distributed within each ce11 and unifomily distributed at the cell

boundaries (i .e. the worst case), respectively. The intcrference coefficients once obtained

can be used to assess the capacity of a CDMA system.

CHAPTER 4

Reverse Link Capacity Analysis

in this chapter, a method to estirnate the capacity of a CDMA system based on the
average intertèrence, the link quality requirement and the stata of the system is pmvided.

The capacity of a CDMA systern is estimated based on system outage probability and the
average signal-to-intederence ratio (SIR), respectively. The effects of propagation models,

mobile locations, link quality requirements, and traffic loads of each ce11 on the capacity

of a CDMA system are investigated by cornputer simulation and theoretical estimation.

The simulation results are compared with the results of the estimation method in section
4.5.

4.1 Link Quality Indictor SIR
In this section, a link quality indictor is described. The transmission quality specification for a CDMA cellular system may be given in terms of the signal-to-interference
ratio (SIR).The SIR for a user in ce11 i is given by

(4-1)

where S is the desired signal power received by BSb I is the total interference power

received at BSi,

G'(=WM)is the processing gain, W is the bandwidth, R is the bit tram-
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mission rate of pet user,

(3,

is the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) for the user,

the voice activity facter of the ka user hBSj (k = 1,2,3,
vl

..., ,i =

1,2,

v,k

is

...,M ), and

is the voice activity factor of the lth user in BSi; v,k, and v, are independent and identi-

cally distributed with the following binary distribution with

P(vjk = 1 ) = v ,

( k = l , 2 3 , . . , N j , = 1,2 ,..., M,andl = 1,2 ,..., A$)

The bit energy-to-interference power spectral density ratio E b / N , is another indictor of link quality of CDMA systems, where Eb is the energy per bit and No is the interfer-

ence power spectral density. From [ I l , Eb/No and SIR have the following relationship

The required Eb/No for reverse link in CDMA systems with a Gpof 21 dB is about 7 dB

-

for a bit error rate l e s than 10'. So the corresponding threshold of SIR is 14 dB for the
reverse link. The required E b / N , is considered as a parameter which could be different
corresponding to various services in the thesis.

4.2 Reverse Link Capacity
The capacity of a cellular CDMA system is usually defined as the total number of
simultaneous users that a single ce11 can support with a aven level of link quality. The

capacity estimation is a complicated problem that depends on the total interference power,
the desired level of link quality, voice activity factor, the number of active users in the ref-
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erence ce11 and in the other interferhg cells, mobile user's locations, and the propagation
model. Furthemore, it is different when it is based on different criteria. In this section, a

dynamic capacity estimation based on an average SIR, system state, and link quality
requirement is provided. Without loss of generality, we consider ce11 O as the reference
cell.
Since I = I,,,,, + lin,* + q' ,the expectation of SIR in dB, 2 for a mobile user in cell
0, can be written

[

(1

= - 1 0 4 log S
-

=-IO4

[log -+-+g
S
rntra

'inter

where q' = q Gp, I,ntra and Iinter are defmed in formula (3.7) and (3.1 l), respectively.

By Jensen's Inequality [ 181

From equation (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain

From equation (4.9, we have

Since linter
= (II+ 12) S and lintra
= Iref*S, fiom (4.6), we obtain
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where I I , I2 and IW are the total normalized interference introduced from the mobiles
located in the first layer cells, the second layer cells, and the reference ce11 of the system
respectively, which are normalized by the desired received signal power S.
From equation (4.7), we have

niis the number of active users in ce11 i (i = 0, 1, 2,..., 18), the expectations of the normalized interference powers EIIl ] ,and E [ l z ]can be calculated fiom (3.40)-(3.4 1).

The lower bound in the inequality (4.8) cm be used to estimate the capacity of CDMA
systems. Since there are at most 62 trafic channels on reverse links according to IS-95

standard, the capacity of ce11 O, Co,is then given as

where function Lx] denotes the largest integer equal to or less than x,

and

The interference coefficients <ri can be obtained by simulation (sec Table 3.1-Table 3.6) or

by calculating the numerical integral defuicd in equation (3.24).
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Note that equation (4.9) is used to calculate the capacity of multi-ce11 systems. From
the simulation results provided in this thesis, for a desired SIR, SIRwq,

KR SIRreq + a ,
2

where a = 0.4 and a = 1.4 to guarantee a P,,,<O.OI based on simulation model 1 and
simulation model II described in section 4.4, respectively. According to simulation model

II, a = 1.5 for the worst case, that is, al1 mobiles located at the boundaiy of each cell.
Hence, for a given required SIRmq the capacity Cocan be estimated by the following
formula.
(SIR,,,

[IO

+ a)

10

where EIII] and E[IJ are given in equation (4.10) and (4.1 1), respective1y.

From equation (4.2), there is some (Eb/NO)req, such that SIR,,, = (Eh/&)rey- G p
dB.
Thus, equation (4.12) can also be written

Note that the capacity Cogiven in equation (4.13) can also be obtained by letting

where I,,

is the maximum acceptable interference for the system.
1

Ifwe take I,,,,

= 101°

[Gp-(&dNdrcq-a1

for a desired (Eb/No),,, ,then we can obtain
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the above formula (4.13).
Consequently, for a desired (Eb/NO),,eq,a given voice activity factor, and a given
propagation model, the capacity of a CDMA cellular system can be determined by the
number of active usen in the other interferhg cells. That is, the capacity of a CDMA cellular system c m be determined by the other-cell system state ( N I ,N2,

+*,,

NI8) = ( n 1, n2, ...,

q8),
where ni is the number of active usen in ce11 i (i = 1, 2,..., 18).

If a11 cells support the same number of usen, i.e., ni = no for i = 1,2,3,.... 18. then

and hence

Furthemore, formula (4.13) can be modified by repiacing ai by a in (4.10) and (4.11) to
obtain

where the average interference coefficient a is defined in (3.49) as follows

Thus the capacity of ceil O, Co is
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(4.18)

Similarly, when ni = no for i =in 2, 3,..., 18, from formula (4.19, we obtain

Hence, we can obtain the average capacity Co

Capacity Estimation Using a Caussian Approximation

4.3

In this section, the capacity of a CDMA system is estimated according to the critenon of system outage probability. The resulting capacity is relative to the othersell interference (Le.

, the nomal ized inter interference by the desired received power)
S

'iNter

distribution. In Chapter 3, the statistical characteristics of interference random variables
have been calculated. A Gaussian distribution is used as an approximation distribution of

-. The capacity of a CDMA system will be calculated and compared with simulation

l i n ter

S

results in section 4.5.

For a desued SIR, SIRq ,a link is considered to be in outage if SIRi5 SIRwq, where
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The capacity of ce11 i is defined as the maximum number of users that ce11 i cm support such that

where Po,, is the outage probability of the reverse link connected to BSi.

Without loss of generality, ce11 O is considered as the reference cell, and a two-layer
interferhg ce11 system (see Figure 3.2) is assumed. We assume that there exists interference of other cells, that is, there is some ni+ O , ( i

E {

1,2.

..., 18 )

), where ni is the

nurnber of users in ce11 i.
From chapter 3,

-I is the total nomalized interference.

S

and

where

and

lref -

=
S

finira

vl

.(by equation (3.7))

Next, a Gaussian distribution is used as a approximation distribution of Io,,,

. That is,

where

and

where EIIoth,,] and ~ a r [ l 0 , , , , ] can be obtained from (3.40), (3.4L),(3.46), and (3.47)

if we know the other-ce11 system state ( N I ,N2,..., Nie) = (ni,n2,
The outage probability of the system can also be expressed as

Let I,,

nus

--

1
and lm,,be the maximum acceptable interference of the system.
SIR,,
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her

Pour a

For a given I,,,

and P,,,, the capacity of the reference cell can be obtained frorn the

above equation. Generally, a cellular mobile system requires Po,,,< 0.01

and

With these requirements, we obtain the capacity of the reference cell as follows

where Po, is defined in formula (4.27).
Note equation (4.28) holds only if there is some ni # O , ( i E { 1,2,

..., 18 ) ).

4.4 Simulation Model and Theoretical Analysis Model
In this section, the simulation mode1 and some assumptions used in this work are
described.
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4.4.1 Assumptions
We again consider a cellular DS-CDMA system of 19 cochannel hexagonal cells as

show in Figue 3.2. This ce11 layout is used in the simulation with a base station (BS) at

the centre of each cell. All base stations are connected to a mobile switching centre
(MSC). The forward and the reverse links use disjoint fkquency bands and thus can be

analysed independentiy. The reverse link is genenlly considered to limit system capacity

[7], Le., the average number of users per ce11 which can be served with a specified quality.
Throughout this thesis, we only consider the reverse link.
As before, the bit rate per user is 9.6kbps. The chip rate is 1.22âûivlHz. We assume

that the required bit energy-to-noise ratios are 6,7,7.4, and 8 dB, respectively. Each BS is
assumed to use an omnidirectional antenna. Perfect power control is assumed in this work.

That is, at the base station, the received power from each of the mobile users in the BS is
the same.

For simplicity, the two different other-cell system states are considered in this thesis

as follows.
(i) Al1 18 interfering cells have the same state. That is, (NI,
Nz ..... Nie) = (n. n ,.... n),

where n is the number of active users in each cell.
(ii) The 18 interfering cells have the non-even states. Specifically, ( N I , Na..., Nj8) where,

Ni is the number of active users in cell i (i = 1, 2....,18) and has a Poisson distribution
with a mean of 2)c, for i = 1, 2..... 6, (1st-layer cells), and k for i = 7, 8,..., 18.

4.4.2 Simulation Mode1
The simulation is done under the following different models.
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Model I: the capacity is estimated by the outage probability Qfined in (1 9). That is, for a

desired SIR, SIR-, the capacity of the reference cell (i.e. ce11 O) is defined as the maxi-

mum number of users tbat ce11 O cm support such that
r

-

where Pou, ,0.0 1, SIRmq = Eb' N o , and

\

(3

GP

is ihe signal to interference ratio for a

O

mobile user in ceIl O and defined as

The mean value of the voice activity factor is assumed as in equation (4.1).
Model II: The capacity is determined as Mode1 1, but

(30

is defined by equation (4.1 ).

That is, the voice activity factor of each user is assumed to be a random variable. The simulation model II is a general case of the simulation model 1.

4.4.3 Theoretical Analysis Model
Anabsis modrl I (Goussiun Apptoximulon):

(30

ir defined by equation (4. l), wherc a

Gaussian distribution is used as an approximation distribution of lorher.
The capacity is
estimated based on (4.27) and (4.28) in section 4.3.
Anabsis in&

II: The capacity is calculated based on average ratio of signal to interfer-

ence by using the proposed f o m l a (4.131, (4.17) and (4.18), respectively.
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Numerical Result Analysis
In this section, the capacity of a CDMA system is investigated by computer simula-

tion for different link quality requirements, shadowing conditions, path loss exponents,
and different trafic loads of eacb ce11 in the system based on three different simulation

models described in the previous section by computer simulation. The capacity of CDMA
system is also calculated using the proposed formuias in section 4.2 and is compared with
the simulation results.
The e f k t of the link quality level, the propagation mode1 with different parameters
a. and y on reverse link capacity of a CDMA system is investigated based on the simula-

tion model 1 and simulation model II, respectively. For simplicity, we consider a case of al1
interfenng cells having an uniform trafic intensity. We also assume that the voice activity
factor v =0.4 and Pou, =0.01.

The results of computer simulation are shown in Figure 4.1-Figure 4.5, where the
results s h o w in Figure 4.1-Figure 4.3 are based on simulation mode1 1 and results shown
in Figure 4.4Figure 4.5 are b a s d on simulation mode! II. Figure 4.1 shows the capacity
of the reference ce11 (cell O) under different other-ce11 system States for a given propagation model with parameters o = 8 and path loss exponent y = 4 ,and different link quality requirements E f l o = 6,7,7.4, and 8 dB, respectively. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.4 show
that the capacity of CDMA systems is soit. That is, the capacity increases as the link quality requirement decreases. Also the capacity decreases when the number of other-ce11
users increases because more interference is iniroduced to the frequency band. The aver-

age nwnbers of users for
cell, respectively.

6,7,7.4, and 8 dB are 40,32,28, and 24 users per
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In Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. the effects of shadowing condition and path loss exponent on system capacity are investigated for a = 5,6,7,8 dB and y = 3,4, respectively. The capacity increases as o decreases and increases with pass loss exponent y.
When a = 8 dB a d

7 dB. the average numbers of users obtained from sim-

ulation mode1 1 that the system can support simultaneously is 24 and 32 users per ceIl for
y = 3 and y = 4 , respectively.
Frorn Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, when shadowing standard deviation a = 8 dB and
6. 7, and 8 dB. the average numbers of users obtained from simulation mode1

II are 26.20, 15 users per ce11 for y = 3 , and 33,26. 18 users per ceU for y = 4. respect ively.

Figure 4.1 Capacity cornparison bas4 on simulation mode1 1 for diffennt link requirements (path loss exponent y = 4, voice activity v = 0.4. shadow fading a = 8dB).
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Figure 4.2 Capacity versus number of other-ce11 users for different shadow fading
deviation o based on simulation 1 (path loss exponent y = 4. voice activity v = 0.4. Eb/

Figure 4.3 Capacity cornparison based on simulation 1 for dinecent path loss
exponenu y (voice activity v = 0.4. -8, E&=7
dB).
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Figure 4.4 Capacity comparison based on simulation II for different path exponents
and different required E f l o (with voice activity factor v = 0.4 and o = 8 dB)

Figure 4.5 Capacity comparison base on simulation II for different shadow fading
deviation o.(pith loss exponent y = 4, voice activity v = 0.4, E@Io =7dB)
The effkct of the location of mobile users on the system capacity baseci on simula-
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tion model 1 and model LI is investigated. Two cases are considered, one of hem is that al1

mobile usen are uniformly distributed within cells, and the other is that al1 mobile users

are uniformly distributed at the ce11 boundaries, i.e. the worst case. The computer simulation results are shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 for path loss exponent y = 3 , 4 .
shadow fading standard deviation cr = 8 dB and

7 dB. From Figure 4.6 and

Figure 4.7. the capacity of the worst case significandy decreases as the number of otherce11 users increases. The average number of usen that the system can support simultaneously is 23 usen per ceil for the worst case while simulation model 1 is used. When simulation model II is used, the average number of usen that the system can support
simultaneously is 16 and 19 users per ce11 for y =3 and 4 in the worst case, respectively.

-

Figure 4.6 Capacity versus number of other-cell users for diffennt MS's location
dB, y = 4, E&=7 dB).
distributions (based on simulation model 1, v = 0.4,
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Figure 4.7 Capacity versus number of other-ce11 users for different MS's location distributions (based on Simulation mode1 II, v = 0.4, -8 dB, y = 3 , 4 and Eflo=7 dB)

In Figure 4.8, the effect of voice activity factor on the capacity of a CDMA system
is investigated based on simulation Mode1 1, where the uniform traffic intensity for each

ce11 is assumed. The results show that if the activity time of each 0th-ceIl user is reduced
by 3%, then the reference ceIl capacity increases by 4 users.
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Figure 4.8 Capacity versus number of other-ce11 users for different for different
voice activity factors (path loss exponent y = 4, -8, E#Jo=7 dB).

The effects of other-ce11 system state on the capacity are investigated based on simulation mode1 1, where the non-uniform iraffic intensity for each ce11 i s assumed. An example is provided in Table 4.1 to illustrate the effects of other-ce11 system state on the reverse
link capacity under the assumption that the ~ a f f i cintensity of the first layer cells is two
times of that of the second layer cells. It is also assumeâ that the number of active users in
each ce11 has a Poisson distribution with mean 2A for 1st-layer cell, and A for 2nd-layer
cell. The simulation parameters are

*,

a=8, (E@Jq

= 7 dB, and L = 10. From Table

4.1, the capacity of the reference ce11 really depends on the other-ceU state. The reference

capacity is not completely detemined by the total number of uses in the system (see the
8" row to the 11' mw in Table 4.1). Comparing the 4' row to the 5' row and the 14' row
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1 4row
~ to
~ the 1s ' ~row, for the same total number of the lSt-1ayer users, the capacity of

the reference ce11 increases as the total number of the znd-1ayer users decreases. From the
1 4 ' ~row and the l!jth row, the total number of the 2nd-layer users decreases almost to a
half, the capacity of reference ce11 only increases by 2. The capacity of the reference ce11 is
not sensitive to changes in the total number of the 2nd-layer users for a fixed total number

''

of the 1 -1ayer users (see the 8throw and the I zth row). The capacity increases as the total
number of users in lSt -1ayer cells drcreases for a fixed total number of users in the 2"

-

layer cells (see 6throw and the 7'h row). Every other-ce11 state corresponds to a capacity.

From the 2ndrow and the 3rd row, even though both the total number of users in the ISt layer and the 2" -1ayer cells in the 3d row are larger than those of the znd row, the reference cell has the same capacity for the different two States comsponding to row 1 and row

2.
This example shows that the capacity of references cell depnds on the state of other

cells. Therefore, in order to accurately estimate the reverse link capacity, we should consider the other ce11 system state in addition to the total nurnber of the users in 1st-layer
cells and the total number of the users in 2nd-layer cells.
The probability distributions of the capacity under above trafic intensity with dif-

ferait A values are provided in Figure 4.9 and Fipre 4.10, where simulation parameten

are a = 8 dB, (E@io)w= 7 dB, voice activity factor v = 0.4, and path loss exponents y of
3 and 4, respectively. According to our rcsults, the system capacity depends on the distri-

bution of mobiles in the network. The capacity of reference ce11 increases as the load of

intederence cells decrease.
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In Figure 4.1 1, the outage probability is given based on simulation mode1 1, where
al1 cells have the same number of users. For a outage probability of 0.01, the capacity of
the system are 40,32 and 24 users per ce11 for E#io

= 6,7 and 8 dB respectively.

Table 4.1 Reverse L ink Capacity for Non-uniform trafic lady4,
~ 8(EbAo)req
,
= - 14.0
dB, 1 = 10, the trafic intensity of the 2nd-layer ce11 = A, he trafic intensity of the

Otber-cell system States

(4n2,
,n3,...fils)

Total
Reference
number of
ceIl
Capacity

1st-lay er
Users

Total

Total

number of
2nd-layer
users

number of
User3

in the
system

385
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-8, (Eb/Io)req = - 14.0
dB,k = 10, the trafic intensity of the 2nd-layer ce11 = IL, he trafic intensity of the

Table 4.1 Reverse Link Capacity for Non-unifom traffic ,-1

-

Other-cell system states

(4,
fi2, n3,A

9 )

Reference
ceU

Capacity

Total
numberof
1st-layer

usen

Ill

Total

number of
Znd-layer
users

Total
number of
users
in the
system
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Figure 4.9 Probability distributions of capacity for dflerent I (the 1st-layer ce11
t r a c intensity = h, the 2nd-layer ce11 traffic intensity = 2k, v = 0.4,
path loss exponent y = 4, a=8 dB, Eflo=7 dB)

Figure 4.10 Probability distributions of capacity for different 5 (the 1st-liyer ceil
trpfnc intensity = k, the 2nd-layer ccli t r a c intensity = 2k,v = 0.4, path
loss exponent y= 3.0-8 dB, E f l p 7 dB)
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Figure 4.11 Outage probability venus number of users (voice activity factor
v 4 . 4 . 6=8 dB and path loss exponent y = 4)

In section 4.2, an explicit formula (4.13) for calculating capacity based on the otherce11 system state (Le. the vector of the number of other ceIl users) for a given link quality
requirement and a given propagation mode1 is provided. The capacity of the reference ce11
based on this formula with parameters a

exponent y = 4,

= 8 dB,voice activity factor v = 0.4. path loss

6.7, 7.4, and 8 dB, respectively is calculated. In Figure 4.12.

the capacity calculated using this formula is compared with the simulation results sbown
in Figure 4.1, when a = 0.4 . in Figure 4.13-Figure 4-14, the capacity cdculateâ by the

same formula is compared with the simulation mode1 O results as shown in Figure 4.4,

where a = 1.4, path loss exponents y = 3,4, (Eflo)w=

6.7, and 8 dB,respectively. Thc

theoretical estimates are consistent with the simulation results.
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In Figure 4.15, the reverse link capacity of the nference celi calculated by formula
(4.13) (where a = 1.5) for the worst case (i.e. al1 MS unifomly distributed at boundaries
of ceils) with parameters a = 8 dB,voice activity factor v = 0.4,

7 dB. and

path loss exponents y =3, 4, respectively is shown. The theoretical results are compared
with the simulation model II results shown in Figure 4.7. Again an excellent agreement is
obtained.
The capacity is also calculated using formula (4.18) under the same condition. The
results obtained by using formula (4.13) and (4.18) are sarne.
According to the above comparisons, the theoretical estimates and simulation results
are in excellent agreement. Therefore, the derived formulas c m provide a accurate estimate of capacity.

Figure 4.12 Capacity cornparison between simulation model 1 and theoretical estimate for different rcquind E W ,voice active = 0.4. t ~ dB,
û path loss
exponent y = 4
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Figure 4.13 Capacity comparison between theoretical estimate and simulation model
II for different required E f l o with voice activity factor v = 0.4, y=4, and a=8 dB

Figure 4.14 Capacity comparison between theoretical estimate and simulation model II
for different required E f l o with voice activity factor = 0.4, y=3, and -8 dB
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Figure 4.15 Capacity comparison between theoretical estimate and simulation model
II results in the worst case, EbMO = 7 dB, voice activity factor v = 0.4, y = 3, 4 and o

Figure 4.16 Capacity comparison between simulation model I and simulation
model II for different E P o , voice active factor = 0.4, -8, path loss exponent
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The results of the reverse link capacity obtained by simulation model 1 and simulation model LI are compared in Figure 4.16 for (E@o)q=
the same (Eflo)q.

6.7. and 8 dB,respectively. For

the two capacity Lines have the same tendency. However, the capacity

based on Simulation Model 1 is significantiy larger than that bas4 on Simulation Model

II. The reason is that in Simulation Model 1, the al1 voicc activity variables are constant
and equal to the mean value of the random variables, which causes less inter-interference

fluctuation and then produces a larger capacity.

For a given propagation model (shadow fading standard deviation a=8 dB, path loss
exponent =3,4), the results of the reference ceîi capacity obtained from simulation model

iI and analysis model 1 in which a Gaussian distribution is used as an approximate disuibution of the normalized inter-interference are compared for the different link quality
requirements (see Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18). When the nurnùer of other ce11 users
increases. the two results have a big difference. The reason is that the method using Gaussian distribution to approximate the other-ce11interference has a higher requirement of signal-IO-interference for guaranteeing outage probability less than 0.01. That is, the
Gaussian distribution causes a larger fluctuation of other-cell interference during the estimation of the reverse link capacity. This in tum causes a lower reverse link capacity.
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*,

Figure 4.17 Capacity comparison between simulation mode1 II and Gaussian Approx.
for Merent required E&
with voice activity factor = 0.4.
and o=8 dB.

Figure 4.18 Capacity comparison between simulation mode1 II and Gaussian Approx.
for difffetentrequired E f l o with voice activity factor v = 0.4, y=3, and -8 dB.

According to the results o f the cornputer simulation and the theoretical estimate, the
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resulting capacity is quite different for different criteria used to estimate the capacity. A
higher capacity estimate can be obtained by using simulation mode1 1 than by using simulation model II. In simulation model II, voice activity variables are random variables.
which cause a big fluctuation of the other-ceil interference which in tum results a smaller
capacity.

The formulas (4.13), (4.17) and (4.18) cm be used to estimate the reverse link
capacity of CDMA systems for an arbitrary non-uniform traffic distribution. The capacity
values estimated by the formulas are very close to that obtained from simulation model 1
and simulation model il by taking different values of a.The formulas can provide a much
more accurate capacity estimate compared to the method using a Gaussian distribution as
an approximate distribution of other-ce11 interference. Furthemore, these formula have a
very simple form and are easy to use.

4.6

Summary
in this chapter, a theoretical analysis of the reverse link capacity is provided and

confirmed by computer simulation. Explicit formulas are provided to calculate the reverse
link capacity of a CDMA system with an arbitrary non-uniform vaflic distribution based
on system staie. iink quality requirement and a given propagation model. The formulas
can provide a much more accurate capacity estimate than the meihod using a Gaussian
distribution as an approxirnate distribution of the other-ce11 interference.

The effects of various factors, such as Li& quality requirement, propagation parameters (shadow fading deviation a, path loss exponent Y) on capacity are investigated based

on different simulation models. A large amount of simulation results are analysed and
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--

compared. The simulation model 1 can produces a higher capacity than simulation model

II. The capacity of a CDMA systems is dynamic and is really relative to the state of the
system, ive.the number of usen in the each cells. The dynamic capacity can be applied to

cal1 admission control and resource allocation of a CDMA system supporting multi- traffic
services.

CHAPTER 5

Dynamic Cal1 Admission Schemes

Unlike F D M m M A , the cal1 admission scheme for CDMA system can not be
based on a fixed channel nurnber, or the average capacity of the system. This is because
CDMA systems are svictly interference limited. Thus, the capacity is a randorn variable

that depends on many factors, such as the number of users in the other cells, the traffic distribution. propagation moàel, lit& quality requirement etc. The resources of a CDMA cellular system are both energy and channel codes. Thus, one should make decisions based
on the dynamic capacity in order to reduce cal1 blocking probability and optimize network
resources in cal1 admission control. Three dynarnic cal1 admission schemes based on the
state of a CDMA system, link quality requirement and the previous proposed dynamic
capacity are provided in this chapter.

5.1 Valid System State Space
Consider a CDMA cellular system with M ceils. When we estimate the capacity of a
ceil in this CDMA cellular system, we only consider the two-layer neighbour cells of the
ceIl as its interfering cells. Assume that ce11 i is viewed as a reference cell, md it has a
total of Ki two-layer interference ceils, where Ki ?j 18. Use the vector
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number of active users in cell i, ny) is the number of active users in the j

" ce11 of the

two-layer neighbourhood cells relative to ce11 i (see Figure 3.2.). ÿ =1, 2,.... Ki,i =O, 1.

2,..*,M)*
From equation (4.1). it is obvious that the expectation of the signal-to-interference
ratio SIR, for a user in ce11 i.

is the function of a system state vector

In order to dynamically assess the capacity of a cell, the volid system state space ni
of ce11 i is defined as follows

{

(0
Qi = (no(il, n (il
i , n2 , ...,

(il

(il (il
(il
, n , , nz , -.-,n ~ ,SSIRrtq
)

.

(il
for some SIRq and Po,. The vector (no(0,n (il,n2(il, ...,nK,
) is called a valid sysrem state

of ce11 i if (ng), nli', n!)? ..., n::) E Cli and denoted by

The subvector (nii),II:),

...,n i : ) of Si is called a other-ce11 wlid system stote of ce11 i and

denoted by

Next, a other-ce11 valid system state spuce

of ceii i is defined as follows
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(il
For an arbitraq other-ceii valid system state of ceii i, Solher-i= ( n(il
i ,nz(il,ni(il, ...,nK,
),

the capacity of celi i. Ci cm be obtained from formula (4.13) and denoted Ci as

ci =

c,.($'),

ny),

.,., n (il
K i ) ,( i =/, 2, 3,..., M).

For every ce11 i (i= O, 1. 2,...,
(il (il

(il

Sorher-i = (nl ,n2 ,n3 ,

M) and one of its other-cell valid system States

(il
..., "Ki)
, a valid state of subsystem is defined as a vector

where ~ ( " o a c r - ~is the other-ce11 valid system state of the j" ce11 corresponding to j"
compnent of Solher-,.

5.2 'Li.a8ic Model and Asswnptions
The system traffic mode1 assumptions are described as follows.
1) The users in each ce11 are uniforrnly distributed.

2) The c d attempts include new call attempts and handoff call attempts. The new c d and
handoff call arriva1 process in each ce11 are Poisson disaibuted wiih a mean arriva1 rate
of Akl and & respectively. and the channel holding time is exponentiaiiy distributed
with the mean of l/pki for k E {1,2,3,

...,M ) .

Consider a CDMA system with M cells. where each cell has ody one base station.
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Al1 the base stations are connected to the same mobile switch centre (MSC).According to

call processing protocol in CDMA cellular mobile networks (such as mobile station registration protocol. cal1 origination protocol. and call clear protocol), each MSC in the
mobile cellular network contains a database of the number of mobile users in each ce11
which connects to the MSC.The database contains the system state information of the net-

work. Aîso assume thrit esich base station in the network has a database of communication
environment information (such as propagation loss exponent and shadowing condition
parameters) about its neighbour two-layer cells. We also assume that each base station
stores a subsystern state which consists of the number of users in its own cell. and the

number of mobile users in its two-layer ncighbounng cells. Whenever a base station
accepts a call request, the BS sends the information to MSC.The MSC then updates its
database of the system state and sends the updated system state to ali base stations connecting to it. According to formula (4. L3), each base station can calculate the capacity of
its ce11 based on otherîell valid system States of the cell for a given link quality requirement and a propagation model. Thercfon, each BS can make a decision to accept or rejrct
a call based on one of call admission schernes describe in section 5.3 by comparing the
dynamic capacity with its current state (Le. the number of users in the cell).

5.3 Call Admission Scheme 1
In this section, the first of three call admission schemes based on dynamic capacity
estimation of each cell, system state and link quaîity requinment is provided. The call
admission scheme for ce11 O is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Assume that (

,fi2( 0 ), ... )

(0)

is an arbitmy valid other-cell system state of
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ce11 O which has 18 interferhg cells. From formula (4.13). one can obtain the capacity of
ce11 O

Co

,

(0)

based
(0)

on
(0)

Co = Co(n ,n2 , ..., n i )

the

system

state,

where

Co

is

expressed

as

. Consider the following scheme if Co> 1 .

5.3.1 Scheme 1Description
New call attempts and handoff cd1 attempts have the same priority, that is, a call
(new call or handoff call) attempt is admissible if no lCo- 1 (where no = n(,O) and
Co = C ~ ( I Z ~n:O
", ' , ..., nia)) ). Both a new call and handoff call attempt is blocked if

no = Co (see the state transition diagram shown in Figure 5.1. where k a ) .

Figure 5.1 State transition diagram for scheme 1

53.2 Perfcormance analysls for Scheme 1
Usually, in the evaluation of call admission strategies, one of the most important

performance measures is the new call attempt and handoff call blocking probability of the
system chat is the probabüity at which a new call attempt or handoff c d attempt does not
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enter service due to the unavailability of channel for some given QoS requirement level.

Let
cal1

(0)

~ ( ~ ' n - b / o c k i n ~ ( and
~ ~ , ~P~ , h~- ~b l o ~ k i n g ( S ~ , ~ , , ) be

blocking

Sorhcr4 = ( n

probability

for

connecting

the new cal1 and handoff

to

BSo

at

state

(0)

,"2(0), ...,n(i i0 )) , respectively. Let Xi be the active user nurnber of ceII i

at some other-ceii vaiid system state Sofhrr-i, and Pi( i l(Solhrr-i) = P { X i = j } , where

Also assume that Xiare independent and al1 cells in this system use cal1 admission
scheme 1.
From state transition diagram shown in Figure 5.1. one can obtain the equilibrium
equation conesponding to this cal1 admission scherne. and then the state probability distribution of Xi as follows

where
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According to the description of Scheme 1. the blocking probability of a new call
attempt and a handoff call attempt for connecting to BSOby using this scheme is the same,

and is equal to
p(o)

n - b l o ~ k i n g ( S ~ , ~ , , , ) )=

(0)
P ( 0 )h - b l o ~ k i n g ( S , , ~ , , ~ =
) PCu
(Soiher4)

Next. average blocking probability is calculated.

,

,

(0) ( 0 )
(0)
For a other-ce11 valid system state of celi O ( n , n2 , ...,n ) and the correspond-

Since Xi are independent,

l
(0)
where P ( i(o,(S
orhfr-i) = f { X i = n l o ) )

*,

Hence,
p l

n-blocking

=

.for

n!')

= O, 1,

..., Ci

. is given in equation
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Call Admission Scheme II

5.4

5.4.1 Scheme II Description
Scheme II. A fixed number of Chchannels are reserved for handoff call attempts (where
(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

no = n , , Co = C,(n, , n Z , ..., n 1 8 ) , a n dC O > C h ) .

If no 5 Co- Ch then both new call and handoff call attempts are accepted.

.

If Co- Ch+ I 2 no 2 Co- 1 only handoff call attempts are accepted.
If no = Co. the handoff call attempts are blwked.
The state transition diagram and the call admission processing for scheme II are
shown in Figure 5.2 (where we consider ce11 O, i.e. k = 0) and Figure 5.3 (where i = O, Ko

= 18).

Figure 5 3 State transition diagram for scheme II
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Call arrival

I

Originating cal1 arrival

Handoff Cal1

Yes

4-7Channel Assignmcnt

End of Call
or Handoff ?

1

Channel Rrleasc

I

Figure 5 3 Call admission processing for Scheme Il
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5.43 Pedormance malysis for Scheme II
Let

call

P ( 0 )h-blocking(~~,~,,,) be the new call and handoff

~ ( O ) n - b , o c t i n ~ ( s and
~,~~

blocking

probability

(0)

(0)

Sorher4 = ( n 1 ,~2 ,

for

connecting

BSo

to

at

state

., n (180 )) ,respectively.

Let Xi be the active user number of celi i ai some other-ceil valid system staie Sorher-iand

where j E { 1,2,

..., C i },

(il

(0

(il

(il

Ci = Ci(nO,n , ,nz , ...,nKi)

=

Ci(Sother-i)

(i= O, 1,

2,..., M),and Xi are independent.
Assume that al1 cells in this system use call admission scheme iI.
From the state transition diagram shown in Figure 5.2. one can obtain the equilib-

tium equation corresponding to the call admission scheme, and then the state probability
distribution of Xi as follows
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where

Hence, the blocking probability of a new cal1 attempt and a handoff cal1 attempt for connecting to BSo are respectively determined by

and
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where
(0)
(0)
, for
P (il
toi(^ orher-i) = P{ xi = ni
ni

n i o ) = O, 1, ..., ci, is given in equation (5.7)

CO

(5 09)(il

and Ci = C i ( n l

(il

9

"2

(0

9

***,

" K , ) = Ci(Soiher-i)

Hence, from (5.7) and (5.12), the average blocking probability of a new cal1 attempt and a

handoff cal1 attempt are obtained as follows

Figure 5.4 shows a cornparison of the performance of cal1 admission scheme 1 and
scheme II based on new cal1 blocking and handoff blocking probability, where the mean
amival rate of new c d and handoff c d k k I ,&are 113 and 116. respectively, and channel
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holding time is exponentially distributed with the mean 1
k E { 1,2,3,

of 1/30 for

..., 18) . Cal1 admission scheme II can provide a smaiier handoff blocking

probability than scheme 1, but at the cost of a higher new c d blocking probability.

Rsvsrss ünk mpnciîy (userdcdl)

Figure SA Blocking probability venus reverse link capacity for scheme 1 and II
(&,=in,b=1/6, pk = 1/30).

5.5 C d Admission Scheme III
To take advantage of the feature of soft capacity in CDMA system. caii admission
scherne III is described in this section. For a given lidc quality requircment ( E f l o ) , q and

a systern state, there is capacity CI of cell k. When the lidc quality quirement reduces to
(Eb'No )req' dB. we cm find the system capacity C i ( C i > Ck).If the number of users
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nt in the ce11 k naches the system capacity Ck,more mobile attempts can be still accepted

with a degraded quality of service. This may cause mobile users to shorten their residence
time. This scenario is modelled by defining the mean channel holding time as 1/pkt
where

(where O 5 S 1 )
Scheme III. In this scheme, the cal1 admission rule is the same as in the Scheme II, but a

dynamic number of Ch channels is reserved for handoff cal1 attempts. That is, if
n o s C o - 1 (when no = n:')

and Co = C,(n,(0), n 2(0), . . . , t a (l 80 )) for the linkquality

requirement (Efl0jrq) dB, then both new call and handoff call attempts are accepted. If

,

CoS no S Ci - 1 (where Co = Co(n(0),n2( 0 ),

...,n (0)) for the link quality requirement

dB), only handoff call atternpts are accepted. If no = Cg, the hondoff call

(E,/

attempts are blocked.
UnliLe scheme II, in which a fixed number of Chchannels are reserved for handoff

call attempts, Ch = Cg'- Co in scheme III is a random variable and changes with the system state and the constra.int of Link quality. In addition, the mean channel holding time l/
pi<is also redefined as 1/ p i When $ = O , p i

= p,

The performance of the scheme 1, II, and IIi is compand in Figure 5.5, where
&,=1/3,

L p 116, pk = 1/30. 3 reserve channels (Ch =3) are used in

scheme II, (EW
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N0),q=7dB, (Eb/NO)reQ= 6.7dB and

= 0.3 in scheme III. Frorn bis Figure. scherne

III has the best performance based on c d blocking probability. But it has also a degraded
quality of service after full capacity is reached. From Figure 5.6. the handoff cal1 blocking
probability for scheme U1 for P = 1 is less than that for the case P = 0.3.

Figure 53 Blocking probability cornparison of scheme 1, Il, II (kkl=113,

l/6,
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Figure 5.6 Probability versus reverse link capacity based on Scheme III (h1=1/3,
)im=1/6, pk= 1/30. (EbNO)rP4=7dB
and ( E b / N o ) , 4 = 6.7dB)

5.6

Summary
In this chapter, three call admission schemes based on the dynamic capacity of the

system which guarantees a link quality requirement were described. The performance was
analysed from the system point of view in terms of call blocking probabilities. These call
admission schemes attempt to improve network resource allocation.

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary Results
This thesis presented a method to analyse the capacity of a CDMA system with a
non-uniform trafic load based on interference analysis and system outage probability.
Simple and explicit formulas based on a propagation model, interference coeffcients. link
quality requirements, voice activity and system States were provided to estimate the capacity of a CDMA system. The results obtained by the formulas are in excellent agreement
with the simulation results

Two different simulation models (1 and II) based on interference analysis and outage
probability were used during the work. The statistical characteristics of interference were
given by theoretical analysis and cornputer simulation. Simulation model 1 prduces a
higher capacity than simulation model II according to the simulation results. The formulas
proposed in this thesis uni@ the results From simulation model 1 and simulation mode1 II.
It is shown that the formulas can provide much more accurate capacity estimate than the

method using a Gaussian distribution as an approximate distribution of the other-ceil
interference. The explicit fonnulas can be applied in cal1 admission control of CDMA system supporting multi-trafic services.

The effects of various factors, such as link quality requirement, propagation parameters (shadow fading deviation a,path loss exponent y), voice activity, and other cell trafic

l a d on capacity are investigated based on different simulation models in this thesis. A
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large amount of simulation results were provided with discussion. According to the simulation results and theoretical analysis, the capacity of a CDMA systems is dynamic, that is,
it is really relative to the communication environment, link quality level and the state of
the system (i.e. the number of users in the each cells). Therefore, dynamic capacity should
be used to make decisions to accept or reject a call in call admission control.

Finally, three dynamic call admission schemes for a CDMA system based on the
dynarnic capacity were proposed and performance was evaluated based on call blocking
probability. It has been found that dynamic chamel reservation scheme results in the
smallest average call bloc king probability.

6.2 Future Work
In this thesis, the reverse link capacity of a CDMA system was analysed under the
assurnption of perfect power control. However, in a practical system, the power control is
not perfect. The effect of power control algorithm on link capacity should be studied in
future work.
Future mobile telecommunication systems are requùed to support multi-services with
different bit rates including voice, video, and data. In this system, how to optimize the network resource based on QoS requirements (e.g. access delay, throughput, cal1 blocking
probability and bit enor rate etc.) is a very important topic. Therefore, future work should
also include developing call admission stmtegy for 3G (the third-generation) mobile communication systems based on QoS requirements.
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